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SUMMARY 
 
Canada is pleased to present this submission to the Enforcement Branch of the 
Compliance Committee in response to the Enforcement Branch decision on 
preliminary examination to proceed with the review of a question of implementation.  
The question of implementation relates to Canada�s national registry and its 
conformity with the applicable provisions of the Kyoto Protocol and related decisions 
adopted by the Conference of the Parties serving as the Meeting of the Parties to the 
Kyoto Protocol. 
 
Canada is also pleased to report that this question of implementation has now been 
addressed by Canada.  Canada�s national registry is now in accordance with 
Canada�s international obligations under the Kyoto Protocol. 
 
 
I. BACKGROUND 
 
1. Canada submitted its Initial Report under the Kyoto Protocol, as required by 

decision 13/CMP.1, on 15 March 2007.  
 
2. An in-country review by an expert review team of Canada�s Initial Report took 

place on 5-10 November 2007 and resulted in the preparation of a report of the 
review of the Initial Report of Canada issued on 11 April 2008 (as found in 
document FCCC/IRR/2007/CAN). 

 
3. In the report mentioned in paragraph 2 above, the expert review team noted that 

at the time of the in-country visit in November 2007, Canada had not established 
a national registry that had initialised with the international transaction log (ITL) 
by the publication date of the report in April 2008.  It invited Canada to expedite 
work in this area.  

 
4. Given the status of Canada�s national registry at the time of publication of the 

expert review team�s report, a question of implementation was identified by the 
expert review team and was referred by the Secretariat to the bureau of the 
Compliance Committee for allocation. The bureau, in turn, allocated this question 
of implementation to the Enforcement Branch of the Compliance Committee. 
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5. On 2 May 2008, the Enforcement Branch conducted a preliminary examination of 

this question of implementation and decided to proceed with the further 
consideration of this question of implementation. 

 
6. Canada is pleased to present this submission in response to the Enforcement 

Branch decision on preliminary examination conveyed to Canada on 5 May 2008 
to proceed with the review of a question of implementation raised in the report by 
the expert review team (Ref: CC-2008-1-2/Canada/EB) pursuant to rule X.1(b) of 
the Procedures and Mechanisms relating to compliance under the Kyoto Protocol 
in the annex to decision 27/CMP.1. 

 
7. In its decision on preliminary examination, the Enforcement Branch of the 

Compliance Committee states that �[t]he question of implementation relates to 
compliance with the guidelines for the preparation of the information required 
under Article 7 of the Kyoto Protocol (decision 15/CMP.1) and the modalities for 
the accounting of assigned amounts under article 7, paragraph 4, of the Kyoto 
Protocol (decision 13/CMP.1)�.  

 
8. Canada is pleased to report that this question of implementation has now been 

fully addressed as Canada�s national registry is now in accordance with articles 6 
and 7 of the Kyoto Protocol and decisions 15/CMP.1 and 13/CMP.1.  

 
 
II. THE FACTS   
 
9. Canada has established a national registry that meets the functional 

requirements of Article 7 of the Kyoto Protocol and the Data Exchange 
Standards. All testing of Canada�s national registry has been successfully 
completed. The �Readiness Questionnaire� and supporting documentation was 
submitted to the ITL service desk on 4 June 2008.    

 
10. Since Canada�s Initial Report under the Kyoto Protocol (contained in 

FCCC/IRR/2007/CAN), Canada has worked steadily toward the establishment of 
a national registry to ensure the accurate accounting of the issuance, holding, 
transfer, acquisition, cancellation and retirement of emission reduction units 
(ERUs), certified emission reductions (CERs), assigned amount units (AAUs) and 
removal units (RMUs) and the carry-over of ERUs, CERs and AAUs.   

 
11. On 5 July 2007, shortly after the unveiling of Canada�s Turning the Corner plan to 

reduce greenhouse gases and air pollution, Environment Canada published a 
�request for information� to support the process for procuring a national registry 
application. Subsequently the �request for proposals� was posted on 8 November 
2007 and closed on 19 December 2007.  Technical evaluation of received bids 
was completed 14 January 2008 and the contract was awarded to Perrin Quarles 
Associates (PQA) on 14 February 2008.  
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12. The testing of Canada�s national registry has been successfully completed as 

follows: 
 

! 25 January 2008: the virtual private network (VPN) connectivity 
testing was successfully completed in accordance with section 9.4 
of the DES (attached  as annex 1)  

! 9 May 2008: Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) connectivity testing was 
successfully completed in accordance with DES section 3 and 
Annex h (attached as annex 2)   

! 28 May 2008: �Basic Data Questionnaire� was sent to the ITL 
service desk as required by the initialization process outlined by 
the Registry system Administrators Form (attached as annex 3) 

! 29 May 2008: Registry Initialization Process Interoperability 
Testing Record was successfully completed in accordance with 
DES Annex h  

! 4 June 2008 : �Readiness Questionnaire� and supporting 
documentation was provided to the ITL Service Desk   

  
13. In accordance with decision 15/CMP.1, paragraph 32, Canada wishes to provide 

the following information:  
 

(a) Name and contact information of registry administrator: 
 

Environment Canada, Legislative and Regulatory Affairs Division 
 
Primary Contact  
Judith Hull 
Director, Environment Canada Trading Regimes Division 
Judith.hull@ec.gc.ca 
(819) 953-5963 
351 St Joseph Blvd. 
Gatineau, Quebec 
K1A OH3 
 
Secondary Contact 
Josée Ricard 
Environmental Protection and Climate Change Applications 
Josee.ricard@ec.gc.ca 
(819) 997-1856 
351 St Joseph Blvd. 
Gatineau, Quebec 
K1A OH3 
 
(b) Names of other Parties with which Canada cooperates by maintaining their 

national registries in a consolidated system or clarification that no such 
cooperation yet exists 
 
In accordance with Decision 15/CMP.1 and article 7 of the Kyoto Protocol, 
Canada�s Kyoto Protocol National Registry (CKPNR) maintains its national 
registry as a standalone system, and does not maintain a consolidated 
system with other national registries. 
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(c) Description of database structure and capacity of the national registry 
 

CKPNR is constructed as a relational database. In addition to registry core 
data related to national/legal entity accounts, transactions and user roles, the 
database contains stored procedures, views and application configuration 
information that form the major portion of the CKPNR business logic. 
 
The CKPNR database management system operates within a shared 
infrastructure environment of Environment Canada that comprises clustered 
Microsoft SQL1 2005 Servers. These servers are attached to a Storage Area 
Network (SAN) consisting of Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) 
storage devices for reliability and built-in automated fault-tolerance. Data 
storage capacity for the CKPNR can be augmented by adding physical hard 
drives to the SAN as necessary. 
 
User access to the CKPNR is accomplished via two (2) web/application 
servers operating in a load-balancing mode to prevent overloading of a single 
web server. As user loads increase, additional servers can be added to the 
load-balancing infrastructure. 
 
Existing server hardware is replaced on a 4-year cycle and augmented based 
on forecast demand. Forecast demand is determined as a result of new or 
updated application system requirements. 
 
The Environment Canada software infrastructure is kept current. This means 
that major software components of the infrastructure are upgraded within one 
to two years after a major product release. Emergency patches are 
implemented on an as-needed basis. 
 

(d) Description of how the national registry conforms to the technical standards 
for data exchange between registry systems for the purpose of ensuring the 
accurate, transparent and efficient exchange of data between national 
registries, the clean development mechanism registry and the transaction log 
(decision 19/CP.7, paragraph 1),) 

 
CKPNR was developed by Perrin Quarles Associates (PQA), the company 
that developed the Clean Development Mechanism Registry and New 
Zealand�s national registry. Environment Canada�s contract with PQA 
stipulates that PQA must deliver a registry application that meets the Data 
Exchange Standards (DES), and it has successfully done so.  

 
CKPNR includes functionality to perform reconciliation with the ITL, data 
logging requirements, issuance, conversion, retirement, external transfer, 
cancellation, replacement, retirement, carry-over, expiry date change, internal 
transfer between holding accounts, and all other functionality required by the 
DES V 1.1. 

                                                
1 The name �SQL Server 2005� is a registered trademark and is the official name of the database 
management system in use. 
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CKPNR has participated in the weekly cyclical testing with the ITL in the 
�registry environment� since the week of 11 May 2008 to test the functionality 
of CKPNR and its consistency with the DES. During this period, the 
Environment Canada staff responsible for the operation of the registry 
received comprehensive training from PQA on the functionality and operation 
of CKPNR.  
 
Interoperability testing of CKPNR in accordance with DES Annex h was 
successfully completed on 29 May 2008. The successful completion of this 
testing demonstrates that CKPNR operates in a manner that is accurate, 
transparent, efficient, and consistent with Decision 13/CMP.1 and Article 7, 
paragraph 4 of the Kyoto Protocol.  

   
(e) Description of the procedures employed in the national registry to minimize 

discrepancies in the transaction of Kyoto Protocol units (including the 
issuance, transfer, acquisition, cancellation and retirement of ERUs, CERs, 
tCERs, lCERs, AAUs and/or RMUs, and replacement of tCERS and lCERs), 
the steps taken to terminate transactions where a discrepancy is notified and 
the correction of problems in the event of a failure to terminate the 
transactions 

 
Before any transaction is processed, the CKPNR provides the user with a 
summary of the proposed transaction or activity. The operator is then required 
to enter their password to certify their decision to proceed with the transaction 
or activity. 
 
All transactions processed by registry staff will require the approval of two 
registry staff, one of which must be at least at the level of �Head�. The Head 
position directly supervises the operational staff of the registry and can 
configure certain parameters of CKPNR through the Registry Management 
Application. The operational staff of the registry will only have access to 
CKPNR through the web interface. 

 
In addition, the application will not allow an operator to propose any 
transactions that are not permitted by the Data Exchange Standards. For 
example, the application will only allow lCERs affected by a type 4 reversal of 
storage notification to be transferred to the Mandatory Cancellation Account; 
any other proposed transaction (e.g. transfer to another national registry) 
would not be submitted to the ITL and the user would be notified why the 
transaction was not sent to the ITL. 

 
In addition, the application prevents an operator from proposing many 
transaction types that are prohibited by Data Exchange Standards. For 
example, the application will only allow lCERs affected by a type 4 reversal of 
storage to be transferred to the Mandatory Cancellation Account. Any other 
proposed transaction involving the affected lCERs would not be submitted to 
the ITL, and the user would be notified of the reason for not submitting the 
transaction to the ITL. Another example of these internal checks is that no 
transaction that would reduce the holdings of CKPNR below Canada�s 
commitment period reserve level would be submitted to the ITL. 
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The CKPNR includes rollback functionality that allows the registry 
administrator to terminate and reverse transactions when notified to do so by 
the ITL. This process and any other manual intervention process are 
implemented through a structured process in the CKPNR web interface. All 
manual intervention actions are automatically logged by the registry software.   

 
(f) Overview of security measures employed in the national registry to prevent 

unauthorized manipulations and to prevent operator error and of how these 
measures are kept up to date  
 
Physical Security  
 
! Access to the building housing the CKPNR is permitted to persons 

holding a valid security pass.  
! Twenty-four (24) hour security is provided for the building. 
! All core equipment hosting the CKPNR is housed in a single air-

conditioned server room.  
! Access to the area is restricted via coded door locks to IT operations 

staff for the purpose of equipment maintenance. 
! The server room is protected against fire by an automated fire-

suppression system. 
! All CKPNR-related data communications entering and exiting the 

server room is encrypted.  
! The following CKPNR-related equipment is stored in the secured area:  

 
! virtual private network (VPN), 
! communications switches, 
! web server load-balancing devices, 
! web servers, 
! application servers, 
! database servers, 
! storage area network (SAN), and 
! all cabling connecting above devices. 

 
Data Security 
 

• All Environment Canada database servers, including those hosting the 
CKPNR, are protected by an internal hardware-based firewall. 

• Communication between the CKPNR and the ITL is encrypted using an 
ITL-approved digital certificate. 

• Communications between CKPNR users and the CKPNR application 
server is encrypted using a digital certificate. 

• Anti-virus software is installed to protect the EC shared infrastructure. 
Anti-virus updates are installed as required. 

• Access to the CKPNR is permitted only to registered and authorized 
users. Each CKPNR user is required to use a user id/password 
combination to gain access to the CKPNR. The password is known only 
to the user. User authentication is augmented by the use of a digital 
certificate. 

• The composition of passwords for the production version of the registry 
will meet the following requirements: 
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1. a minimum of 8 characters, 
2. include at least three of the following four: 

! uppercase, 
! lowercase, 
! numbers, 
! keyboard characters, 

3. must be replaced every 180 days, 
4. the last 10 passwords may not be reused. 

 
Prevention of Operator Error 
 
To prevent operator error before any transaction is processed, the application 
provides the operator with a summary of the proposed transaction or activity.  
The operator is then required to enter their password to certify their wish to 
proceed with the transaction or activity.  

 
In addition, the application will not allow an operator to propose any 
transactions that are not permitted by the Data Exchange Standards. For 
example, the application will only allow lCERs affected by a type 4 reversal of 
storage notification to be transferred to the Mandatory Cancellation Account; 
any other proposed transaction (e.g. transfer to another national registry) 
would not be submitted to the ITL and the user would be notified why the 
transaction was not sent to the ITL. 
 
All transactions processed by registry staff will require the approval of two 
registry staff, one of which must be at least at the level of �Head�. The Head 
position directly supervises the operational staff of the registry and can 
configure certain parameters of CKPNR through the Registry Management 
Application. The operational staff of the registry will only have access to 
CKPNR through the web interface. 
   
Audit Log 
 
All database manipulation actions by users are captured in an Audit Log.  
 
The Audit Log records the following information:  

 
1. the identity of the user making the change; 
2. date and time of the change; 
3. the field being changed; and  
4. the old and new values of the field.  

  
(g) List of the information publicly accessible by means of the user interface to 

the national registry 
 

The following information will be publicly accessible once CKPNR begins live 
operation with the ITL:  

1. Account information as required by para 45, ANNEX, Decision 13/CMP.1. 
2. Article 6 project information as required by para 46, ANNEX, Decision 

13/CMP.1. 
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3. Kyoto units information as required by para 47, ANNEX, Decision 
13/CMP1. (this information will be published with a delay of at least one 
calendar year) 

4. Legal entities  information as required by para 48, ANNEX, Decision 
13/CMP.1. 

 
(h) Internet address of the interface to its national registry 
 

https://rncpk-ckpnr.ec.gc.ca.  
 

This website will be publically available once live implementation of CKPNR 
begins. 

 
(i) Description of measures taken to safeguard, maintain and recover data in 

order to ensure the integrity of data storage and the recovery of registry 
services in the event of a Disaster  
 
Component Failure 
 
The CKPNR operates in a �fail-over� mode. This is accomplished with the 
following four (4) mechanisms: 
 

1. Redundant web/application servers 
The CKPNR application and web services are hosted in a load-
balancing environment comprised of two independent servers. If 
one server fails, application transactions are automatically 
transferred to the other server. 

 
2. Redundant database servers 

The CKPNR database operates within a cluster of two (2) 
database servers (more can be added if additional capacity or 
redundancy is required). If one server fails, database transaction 
processing is automatically transferred to the second server. 

 
3. Storage Area Network 

The CKPNR database cluster stores CKPNR data on a Storage 
Area Network (SAN). The database servers are connected to the 
SAN using redundant fabric switches. The SAN utilizes Redundant 
Array of Independent Disks (RAID) technology to ensure that data 
loss as a result of disk failure is automatically recovered. 

 
4. Power Failure 

All components housing the CKPNR operate from a standard grid 
power supply. In the event of a power failure a battery-driven 
Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) is automatically engaged, 
followed by a standby diesel power generator that will provide 
uninterrupted electricity for a maximum of sixteen (16) hours. Each 
database server power supply is connected to redundant UPS 
devices. 
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Network Server Data Backup 
 
As previously stated, the CKPNR is hosted within an Environment Canada 
shared infrastructure. Standard operational doctrine is to perform daily 
�incremental� backups weekly and monthly �full� backups of all application 
and database servers. In addition to server backups, the CKPNR database 
maintains a separate hourly transaction log  
 
Backup Data Retention 
 
Backup media is recycled on a thirty (30) day basis. Weekly backups are 
transferred to a remote and secure off-site storage area every week. 
 
Data Recovery 
 
Restoration of data will be accomplished by restoring the appropriate �full� 
and �incremental� backups, followed by the restoration of database 
transactions up to the point of failure.  
 
Disaster Recovery 
 
The CKPNR is not currently in production and does not have any external 
users. At this time, disaster recovery comprising restoration using data from 
full/incremental backup media is considered to be adequate. As the system 
moves to production and access is made available to external users and 
transaction volumes grow the disaster recover process will be re-evaluated on 
an ongoing basis.  
 

(j) Results of any test procedures that might be available or developed with the 
aim of testing the performance, procedures and security measures of the 
national registry undertaken pursuant to the provisions of decision 19/CP.7 
relating to the technical standards for data exchange between registry 
systems.  

 
1. Connectivity testing 

i. Virtual Private Network (VPN) testing was successfully completed 
on 25 January 2008. VPN test results are attached in Annex 1. 

ii. Secure Socket Layer (SSL) testing was successfully completed on 
9 May 2008. SSL test results are attached in Annex 2.  

 
2. Environment Canada formal user acceptance testing of CKPNR 

functionality was successfully completed 28 May 2008. 
  
3. Interoperability testing (DES annex h) was successfully completed on 29 

May, 2008. 
 
14. Canada�s national registry is also in compliance with the requirements listed 

under decision 13/CMP.1. In accordance with paragraph 19, CKPNR is in the 
form of a standardized electronic database which contains, inter alia, common 
data elements relevant to the issuance, holding, transfer, acquisition, cancellation 
and retirement of ERUs, CERs, AAUs and RMUs and the carry-over of ERUs, 
CERs and AAUs. The structure and data formats of the CKPNR conforms to 
technical standards adopted by the COP/MOP for the purpose of ensuring the 
accurate, transparent and efficient exchange of data between national registries, 
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the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) Registry and the international 
transaction log.   

 
15. In accordance with paragraph 20 of decision 13/CMP.1, CKPNR is designed to 

ensure each ERU, CER, AAU and RMU is held in only one registry at a given 
time. 

 
16. In accordance with paragraph 21 of decision 13/CMP.1, CKPNR has the 

following accounts: 
 

(a) One holding account for Canada. 
 
(b) One holding account for each legal entity authorized by Canada to hold 

ERUs, CERs, AAUs and/or RMUs under its responsibility once live operation 
of the CKPNR begins. 

 
(c) One cancellation account for each commitment period for the purposes of 

cancelling ERUs, CERs, AAUs and/or RMUs under paragraph 12(d) of 
decision 13/CMP.1. 

 
(d) One cancellation account for each commitment period for the purposes of 

cancelling ERUs, CERs, AAUs and/or RMUs under paragraph 12(e) of 
decision 13/CMP.1. 

 
(e) One cancellation account for each commitment period for the purposes of 

cancelling ERUs, CERs, AAUs and/or RMUs under paragraph 12(f) of 
decision 13/CMP.1 (i.e. for voluntary cancellation). 

 
(f) One retirement account for each commitment period. 

 
17. In accordance with paragraph 22 of decision 13/CMP.1, each account within 

Canada�s national registry has an account number comprising a Party identifier 
(CA) and a number unique to that account defined in accordance with the current 
version of the DES.  

 
 
IV. CONCLUSION 
 
18. Based on the establishment of Canada�s national registry including the 

successful completion of all technical testing on 29 May 2008 and the 
transmission of Canada�s  �Readiness Questionnaire� to the ITL Service Desk on 
4 June 2008, Canada respectfully invites the Enforcement Branch of the 
Compliance Committee to decide not to proceed further pursuant to paragraph 1 
(d) of section X of the Procedures and Mechanisms relating to compliance under 
the Kyoto Protocol found in the annex to decision 27/CMP.1.  Canada further 
invites the Enforcement Branch to find Canada in compliance with Article 7 the 
Kyoto Protocol (decision 15/CMP.1) and the modalities for the accounting of 
assigned amounts under article 7, paragraph 4, of the Kyoto Protocol (decision 
13/CMP.1).      
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LIST OF ANNEXES 

 
 
ANNEX 1 �VPN TESTING DOCUMENTATION (ATTACHED) 
 
ANNEX 2 �SSL TESTING DOCUMENTATION (ATTACHED) 
 
ANNEX 3 �CANADA�S COMPLETED REGISTRY BASIC DATA QUESTIONNAIRE 
(ATTACHED) 
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